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Abstract
Infinite next is 0. Therefore, Riemann hypothesis is denied.

Infinity returns to 0.
0 is \( x = y = z = 0 \), that is, the origin.
The Big Bang is repeated from infinite long ago, but it has expanded infinitely from 0 to infinity, returning from infinity to 0. This repetition is the universe.

Therefore, Riemann hypothesis is denied.

Introduction
Infinite next is 0.

Discussion
Infinity falls to the valley of 0. It is difficult to express this with a mathematical expression, and it can only be explained philosophically. However, I believe that many physicists have realized this in the implicit.
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I am a psychiatrist now and also a doctor of brain surgery before.
mmm82889@yahoo.co.jp
I would like to receive an email. I will not answer the phone.

Currently 57 years old
Born on November 26, 1961
I am very poor of English. Almost all document are google-translation.

When converted to English by Google translation, it becomes cryptic to me.
But, I read letter by google translation.
In my case, if you translate it into English by google translation, I do not know what is written in my paper. For me, foreign languages such as English (actually not good at Japanese) is a demon.
As soon as it is translated into English, it turns into a cipher for me.

postscript

The cold when I found the first one is still continuing now and this may be my last post. I may have discovered another by surging my energy and it may not be counter example.
It may be written as a will.
I am writing this at the limit of power.
I write this with spitting blood.
I will post it in a hurry, as long as I have not done it before I die.